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Climate information for adaptation

AR6 WGI Figure 10.1

Adaptation is the action that leads to limiting the 

consequences of a warming climate and requires, 

among many other elements, climate information

about climate hazards.



Climate information for adaptation

?

What happens if the user is at the top of the process?



Digital twins and climate information
A digital twin for climate adaptation is a system that supports decision-making in 

adaptation to climate change using the best models available in an environment that 

allows an interactive relation with the user.

The digital twin requires (non-

exhaustive list):

• a strategy to collect user 

requirements

• a well-validated set of 

interoperable models

• an operational environment

(software and hardware)

• a workflow strategy

• a suitable interface



Why a digital twin for climate adaptation?
The digital twin emerges in a busy context, with many requirements for climate 

information, a cacophony of sources, a growing market, increasing needs, no defined 

standards, and some well-positioned actors. Are the needs taken care of? What about 

the adequacy of the information sources? Are timing, quality and authority addressed?



1) Start from the demand: user interaction

Bojovic et al. (2021, GEC)

Social sciences and humanities play an increasingly important role in the services that

provide climate information. New and varied approaches are leading to more efficient

and successful links to both public administrations and the private sector.



1) User interaction: storylines
Storylines are an efficient tool to engage with the hugely varied adaptation community.

It goes beyond maps and probabilities and aims at putting all actors at the same level.

Baulenas et al. (2023, Global Chall.)



1) User interaction: start from the question
In a particular case, a known retailer needs to know the impact of some specific

extreme climate event in the sales of winter and mountain product. These sales are

sensitive to the combination of snowfall occurrence, rain after snow, maximum

temperature, soil conditions, etc., plus many other non-climatic drivers.



2) Observations and well-validated climate models



2) Current climate data sources have problems
While better schemes to interact with the users and produce salient information are

indispensable, reliance on models that are not good enough leads to either

overconfidence or underconfidence, which, in turn, leads to both inadequate

uncertainty estimation and insufficiently credible risk assessments.

AR6 WGI Figure 4.32



2) New generation of climate models: resolution
Eddy-rich, storm-resolving models (10-km and higher resolution) simulate, among

other things, a decrease in SST biases over the North Atlantic with respect to

traditional, standard-resolution models.

Moreno-Chamarro et al. (2021, ERL)



2) New generation of climate models: resolution

Australopithecus Lucy 

(National Geographic)

Neanderthal (National Geographic)

https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/lucy-discovered-africa
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/130911-neanderthal-fashion-week-clothes


2) New generation of climate models: resolution
Eddy-rich, storm-resolving models (10-km and higher resolution) simulate a decrease

in SST biases over the North Atlantic and a northward shift in the Gulf Stream over the

XXI Century that leads to rainfall increases in Europe, not found with traditional low-

resolution models.

Moreno-Chamarro et al. (2021, ERL)



3) The operational environment: pre-exascale HPC
The EuroHPC programme offers computing time (5%) to DestinE on the new pre-

exascale supercomputers, MareNostrum (left) and LUMI (right). Dedicated storage

and data processing platforms will be available with dedicated bandwidth.

Plus a lot of cloud-based, scalable solutions

for data processing, and adequate tiered

storage.



3) The operational environment: portability and scaling

● Ensure that the machines are used efficiently

● Develop tests with measurable indicators of replicability,

computational efficiency and code quality

● Accelerate the new models using kernels and data

structures suitable for the new GPU partitions

Global kilometre-scale 

resolution for better accuracy                                                                             

Actions for improving the computational

efficiency and optimization of all tasks,

including the new climate models

New hardware, pre-exascale 

computing oriented                                                                             



4) The workflow: climate simulations
Historical simulations from 1990 to 2020 with short spin ups, and multi-member

climate projections up to 2040. Plus AMIP simulations and experiments for storylines.

The members will be performed concurrently, with continuous data checks, as part of

a workflow as close as possible to an operational set up.

Time

Member 1

Output request 1

Member 2

Output request 2

Member N

Output request N

…



4) The workflow: climate models and data consumers

Volatile (lasts days), common 

grid, native resolution, high 

frequency, all variables

Permanent, lossy 

compression, interpolated



4) The workflow: GSV
The generalised state vector (GSV) is data repository for data in GRIB2 format

interpolated in a common grid (HealPIX, the closest to the native resolution) located in

the FDB. The GSV is accessible through the GSV API (with MARS-like syntax).

Source: https://healpix.sourceforge.io/

The challenges for the GSV are

• The need to get official WMO recognition for its 

description.

• Technical flexibility to accommodate new variables.

• A flexible metadata scheme to add new variables and 

experiments that allows existing tools to interact with 

the data.

• Efficiency: regridding, data volume, concurrent 

access, etc.



4) The workflow: set up and data flow
The streaming concept is key in the digital twin because it gives users access to the

full model state vector (standardised) for a limited time to generate unprecedented

diagnostics.



4) The workflow: streaming and one-pass algorithms
The streaming concept is key in the digital twin because it gives users access to the

full model state vector at high frequency and the native resolution (km).

The one-pass algorithms are data-reduction functions that can compute (continuously

updated) summary statistics or post-processed variables from the streamed data.

𝑥1

𝑆1 = 𝑔(𝑥1) 𝑆2 = 𝑔(𝑆1, 𝑥2)

𝑥2

time

𝑥3

time

𝑥4

time

𝑆3 = 𝑔(𝑆2, 𝑥3) 𝑆4 = 𝑔(𝑆3, 𝑥4)

To compute e.g., 

statistics from high-

frequency (hourly) 

data (like ocean 

features under a 

moving tropical 

cyclone) or online 

bias-adjusted data



4) The workflow: streaming and applications
Several prototype applications are working with the NextGEMS data to illustrate the

concepts until the DE_340 models start delivering data.

Climate model ensembles Bias adjustment
Hydrological model 

ensemble

Variables of 

interest

Efficiency matrices, Indicator, and indices calculations

ICON and IFS climate 

simulations at high resolution 

Bias adjustment
Hydrological model              

(mHM - https://mhm-

ufz.org)

Variables of 

interest

Direct streaming of the data to the applications

Workflow to incorporate streamed data 

https://mhm-ufz.org/
https://mhm-ufz.org/


4) The workflow: streaming and applications

High-resolution average global streamflow using ICON climate simutions from the NextGEMS dataset

Several prototype applications are working with the NextGEMS data to illustrate the

concepts until the DE_340 models start delivering data.



5) The interface
The interface should address the user queries and provide answers that are

contextualised, qualified, on time, and traceable. It can be a

• sophisticated but traditional portal (C3S)

• trained model that engages in a conversation (ChatGPT-like)

But, at a minimum, the interface should include

• interactive, targeted and traceable products according to service standards

• training (webinars, workshops, MOOCs) and guidance

• quality assurance and user-oriented impact assessment

Vigo et al. (submitted, Clim. Ser.)



A necessary complementary role for AI: emulation

2022

2100

Climate trajectory of one (or 

many) physical model(s)

Restarts every 15 or 20 days

An ML-based weather forecast model could be trained on the trajectory of a

(preferably several) process-based climate model (with high-frequency output). The

model restarts can be used to recreate almost instantly (in inference mode) the model

output requested by any user leading to real-time interactivity.

The ML-based emulator can provide 

downscaled (superresolution), targeted

(user indicators), and bias adjusted 

data with large ensembles (if 

uncertainty handling is trustworthy).

It is debatable if it will be able to 

simulate the impact of emission 

scenarios not yet explored by the 

process-based climate model.



A necessary complementary role for AI: interface
The temptation is to consider a solution ChatGPT-like. But ChatGPT is as good as the

information it uses to train its model. Domain-oriented solutions are being developed.



Summary

• A digital twin for the adaptation to climate change is under construction in the

framework of the Destination Earth initiative.

• The digital twin aims at completely revisiting the way climate information has been

provided so far in the context of the existence of CMIP and CORDEX, focusing on

putting the user at the helm in an operational context.

• This can only work out if there is an honest intention of the different relevant

domains to work together in a true multidisciplinary environment.

• Note that the digital twin is NOT just about climate model resolution.



Thanks

francisco.doblas-reyes@bsc.es
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